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Differdiets.com Memberships Explode After £10 Bet

Differ Diets have seen their number of new dieters increase by over 500% following their
decision to make a bet with all new members that they will lose weight.

(PRWEB UK) 15 November 2012 -- With a straightforward £10 bet in place, the new members of Differ Diets
are reaping the rewards of losing weight without any initial financial risk.

“Sales” have now shot through the roof; with UK entrepreneur Astan Morarji from London revealing that
registrations have increased fivefold.

“The number of new members has been quite astounding. It is great to eliminate as many doubts as possible
from a dieter’s mind before they start losing weight.”

Asked as to whether he was at all worried about putting thousands of pounds on the line, Morarji responded:

“In my mind, I have no financial outlay. Differ Diets are honest, well-researched and proven; you can only get
positive results.”

Morarji’s confidence stems from the fact that all of the Differ Diets are tailored to the individual dieters’ needs
and requirements, resulting in success with what has now become a guaranteed service.

Danny Carsin recently joined Differ Diets:

“I am so surprised with the success of my weight loss. For £1, even £10, Differ Diets are worth every last
penny.”

Differ Diets have just decided to include a profile of Danny’s results on the home page of their website.

“Weight loss for a pound and a profile on the home page of a popular website; not bad for something that
initially cost me nothing!”

The Differ Diets £10 bet has now been extended until Christmas Day, but will only apply for the next 1000 new
members.
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Contact Information
Astan Morarji
Differ Diets
http://www.differdiets.com
08712884149

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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